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SUMMARY
Suppressed mite reproduction (SMR) is a heritable trait of the honey bee (Apis mellifera) that can control the parasitic mite, Varroa
destructor. The purpose of this study was to determine whether adult bees with the SMR trait affect mites in brood after cells are
capped. Colonies with or without the SMR trait were each given a comb of newly-capped worker brood that was naturally infested with varroa. Each of 7 source colonies provided a comb of brood to at least one SMR (n = 9) and one control colony (n = 8).
These combs were removed from their host colonies 8 days later and mite populations evaluated in cells with bee pupae that were
>8 days post-capping. Colonies with SMR bees averaged 2.2% of their cells infested with mites; controls averaged 9.0%. Therefore,
bees with the SMR trait apparently removed mites from capped cells. Of the mites that remained, the SMR colonies had a much
lower rate of reproductive mites, 20% vs. 71%. This suggests that bees with the SMR trait removed reproductive mites more often
than they removed non-reproductive mites. When comparing only the number of mites that produced no progeny, the groups were
almost identical averaging 1.2 and 1.3 mites per 100 cells of brood. This suggests that the SMR bees did not remove mites from
brood cells if the mites did not lay eggs. By targeting the reproductive mites, bees with the SMR trait give the illusion that nearly all
of the mites are non-reproductive. Therefore, our selection for a low frequency of reproductive mites may have produced bees
that remove reproductive mites from capped brood.
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INTRODUCTION
When mite-resistant bees were detected in various parts of the
world, the colonies often had a high proportion of non-reproducing mites in their brood cells (Ruttner et al., 1984; Ritter,
1990; Eguaras et al., 1995). Fuchs (1994) found that this nonreproductive trend was only slightly affected by the ability of bee
brood to inhibit the reproduction of mites, but until now we
could not explain how certain bee colonies could cause a high
proportion of their mites to be non-reproductive.
After learning that the frequency of non-reproducing mites in
brood could be affected by a heritable component in bees
(Harbo & Harris, 1999), we began selecting colonies for a low
frequency of reproducing mites. Our definition of non-reproductive mites combined three categories: (1) a dead foundress
with no progeny, (2) a live foundress that laid no eggs, and (3) a
foundress with nonviable offspring. Although we agree with Correa-Marques et al. (2003) that males are necessary to produce
viable females, our working definition of nonviable offspring did
not include one or more viable females without a male. If a cell
could produce at least one adult female mite, we recorded it as
reproductive. In our breeding work, we measured mite reproduction in capped worker brood and used this as a basis for
selection. To calculate percent reproductive mites in a colony,
we examined about 20 singly infested cells when the host pupae
were 8–11 days post-capping (purple-eyed pupae and older).
With this criterion, the use of single-drone inseminations, and
about 5 generations of selection, we produced colonies that had
< 6% of their mites classified as reproductive in worker cells.
We found that varroa mites could be controlled with this single
mite-resistance trait (Harbo & Harris, 2001), and we used the
term suppressed mite reproduction (SMR) when describing this
trait of bees that produced colonies that had a low frequency of
reproductive mites in worker brood.
Ibrahim & Spivak (2004) found that the bees that were selected
as described above (colonies with the SMR trait) were very
hygienic and were able to remove varroa mites from capped
cells. Since some honey bees have demonstrated an ability to
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detect and remove varroa from infested cells (Boecking &
Drescher, 1991, 1992; Spivak, 1996; Correa-Marques & De Jong,
1998; Nazzi et al., 2004), Ibrahim & Spivak (2004) hypothesized
that removal of brood infested with reproductive mites could
explain part or all of what we describe as the SMR trait. However, Ibrahim & Spivak (personal communication) concluded that
colonies of bees with the SMR trait control mites through a
brood effect as well as through the behaviour of adult bees.
We designed this study to determine whether adult bees with
the SMR trait would affect mite populations after the mites had
entered a brood cell. We transferred combs of capped worker
brood that were naturally infested with varroa from source
colonies into SMR and control colonies. Our results suggest that
the SMR trait may be identical to varroa-specific hygiene
described by Boecking et al. (2000). Clearly, suppressed mite
reproduction may no longer be the best name for this trait, but
for consistency, we will use the name SMR throughout this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
At least two frames of newly capped worker brood were
removed from each of seven source colonies that were infested with varroa. These source colonies had moderate mite populations (5–10% of the brood cells infested) and more than 65%
of the mites were reproductive. This rate of infestation was not
so high as to produce obvious pathogenic effects in the colony
but high enough to make it relatively easy for us to find mites
for evaluation.
On 11 August, 2–4 combs were randomly transferred from each
source colony to at least one SMR (n = 9) and one control
colony that did not express the SMR trait (n = 8). Recipient
colonies had been evaluated about two weeks earlier for percent reproductive mites, and these measurements (as well as the
pedigree of the SMR bees) were the bases for creating the two
groups. SMR colonies averaged 3 ± 6% reproductive mites (mean
± s.d.); control colonies averaged 80 ± 10%. A frame of brood
was removed from the recipient colonies when the source comb
was introduced. This allowed the brood nest in each colony to
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retain its size. Combs remained in the recipient colonies for 7–9
days.
At the end of the 7–9 day period (18–20 August), we examined
the combs for mite reproduction. Using the age of the bee pupa
as a guide, we examined only worker cells that were aged 8–11
days post-capping. For combs that we examined on the morning of 20 August (when combs had been in recipient colonies
for almost 9 days), we examined only cells that were at least nine
days post-capping. Combs from the same source colony were
all removed from their recipient colonies at the same time.
We compared SMR colonies with control colonies for (1) the
rate of cell infestation (the combs were assumed to be equal
when removed from the same source colony), (2) the proportion of the infested cells that had reproductive mites (a mite that
had at least one daughter that was old enough to mature before
the host bee emerged), and (3) the number of cells with mites
that laid no eggs. We examined 300–800 cells with tan-bodied
pupae in each colony. If we found fewer than 18 infested per 300
cells, we checked more cells until we had examined 800 cells or
all of the brood cells of the correct age. In 8 control colonies,
we found 18–44 infested cells (mean = 28); in 9 SMR colonies,
we found 5 - 20 (mean = 12). Cells of worker brood with mites
were counted as reproductive (at the tan pupa stage) if they contained at least one female mite that was older than a
protonymph.
Data were analysed with SAS (2000) software (version 8) using
a complete randomized block design. The seven source colonies
served as random block effects; treatment (SMR or control)
served as a fixed effect (Proc Mixed). Three of the source by
treatment combinations were replicated twice, and the subsampling variance for those source colonies was included in the
model. The Kenward-Roger estimate for degrees of freedom
was used to pool the subsampling variance with the source by
treatment variance when it was appropriate to do so.

RESULTS
After the newly capped cells had spent 7–9 days in the test
colonies, colonies with SMR bees averaged 2.2 infested cells per
hundred cells examined; controls averaged 9.0. Of the infested
cells, 20% were reproductive in the SMR colonies, whereas 71%
were reproductive in control colonies. Both results were statistically different (table 1). The two groups were not different in
the number of mites that produced no eggs (table 1).

DISCUSSION
The results suggest that adult bees with the SMR trait affect mite
populations after the mites have entered brood cells. We did
not watch the behaviour of adult bees or monitor the fate of
infested brood cells, but selective removal of mites from capped
cells seems to us to be the most plausible explanation.
The data also suggest that SMR bees removed reproductive
mites more often than non-reproductive mites. If mites were
removed at random, the frequency of reproductive mites would

be equal in the two groups. This was clearly not the case (table
1). Moreover, the two groups ended the test with equal numbers of mites that produced no eggs (table 1). This suggests that
SMR bees may locate infested cells by detecting something associated with the reproductive activities of mites.
Our colonies with SMR bees apparently removed most of the
reproductive mites from brood cells, thereby leaving a high proportion of non-reproductive mites in brood. Therefore, when
we examined older brood from colonies with SMR bees we
found few mites, most of which were not reproductive. We concluded that the mite populations in those colonies had become
non-reproductive. In a sense they did, but not in the way that
we thought. Although we do not know many of the details surrounding the SMR trait (such as the fate of mites after removal)
the removal of reproductive mites is a concise mechanism of
resistance that can be traced to a specific behaviour by the bee.
We found no evidence that bees responded to adult mites in
brood cells (as long as the mites did not lay eggs). Boecking &
Drescher (1992) and Spivak (1996) reported that bees were
more likely to be hygienic when cells were artificially infested
with two rather than one mite, and their findings may indicate
that bees were responding to adult mites. However, the presence of more adult mites may have been an indirect stimulus for
removal. In their studies, bees may have removed the contents
of doubly infested cells at a higher frequency than singly infested cells because doubly infested cells are more likely to have
mite progeny, even if from only one of the foundresses. Spivak
(1996) reported a high level of non-reproduction among mites
that had been artificially introduced into cells, so if 40% of the
artificially introduced mites produced no progeny then one
would expect only 16% of the doubly infested cells to have no
progeny. Therefore, as with our results, their results could be
explained by worker bees targeting cells with reproductive mites.
The removal of reproductive varroa by adult bees unifies the
reports of varroa hygiene (Boecking & Drescher, 1991, 1992;
Spivak, 1996; Correa-Marques & De Jong, 1998; Boecking et al.,
2000; Nazzi et al., 2004) with those that relate mite resistance
to a high frequency of non-reproductive mites (Ruttner et al.
1984; Ritter, 1990; Eguaras et al., 1995; Harris & Harbo, 2000).
All are probably linked to varroa hygiene.
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